Problèmes d'accessibilité

LEGENDE

Limit communal
Limit regional
Network route
Structuring space
Zone pole of attraction
National/international attraction zone
Regional attraction pole
Commercial pole
Infrasturctural barriers
Accident-prone roads
Chronic obstructions
Parasite traffic
Break point
Problems of improvement
TC offices/auxiliaries
Zones not served by TC urban lines
Commercial deficit

Belgian access problems
West Border
Road
Accessibility problems
Belgian border
Road
Accessibility
Restructuring space
National/international attraction zone
Regional attraction zone
Commercial zone
Infrasturctural barriers
Accident-prone roads
Chronic obstructions
Parasite traffic
Break point
Problems of improvement
TC offices/auxiliaries
Zones not served by TC urban lines
Commercial deficit

AUTEUR DE PROJET - UITWERPER
agora

1. Leuven - Laken
2. Neder-Oost-Vlaanderen
3. Halle
4. Quartier Nord
5. Porte de Namur
6. Quartier Ouest
7. Zones actuelles
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